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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 355 { 361AN OSCILLATORY HALF-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION�Arp�ad Elbert, Kusano Takaŝi and Tomoyuki TanigawaAbstract. A second-order half-linear ordinary di�erential equation of thetype(1) (jy0j��1y0)0 + �q(t)jyj��1y = 0is considered on an unbounded interval. A simple oscillation condition for (1)is given in such a way that an explicit asymptotic formula for the distributionof zeros of its solutions can also be established.We consider the second-order half-linear di�erential equation(1) (jy0j��1y0)0 + �q(t)jyj��1y = 0; t � a;where � > 0 is a constant and q : [a;1)! (0;1) is a continuously di�erentiablefunction. Our attention is directed to the case where all solutions of (1) areoscillatory. In this case the equation (1) is said to be oscillatory.Prototypes of oscillatory equations of the type (1) are the generalized harmonicoscillator(2) (jy0j��1y0)0 + �jyj��1y = 0and the generalized Euler equation(3) (jy0j��1y0)0 + ��t���1jyj��1y = 0with � > ��=(�+ 1)�+1.From among various oscillation criteria for (1) we choose the one due to Elbert[2; Theorem 7]:(4) Z 1 t�+1q(t)� ��(�+1)�+1t dt =1;which gives rise to a simpler condition(5) lim inft!1 t�+1q(t) > ��(�+ 1)�+11991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation: 34C10.Key words and phrases: half-linear di�erential equations.Received September 2, 1996.



356 �ARP�AD ELBERT, KUSANO TAKAŜI, TOMOYUKI TANIGAWAguaranteeing the oscillation of (1). See also Li and Yeh [4].The purpose of this paper is to give an oscillation criterion for (1) under whichone can derive an asymptotic formula for the distribution of zeros of its solutions.Theorem 1. The equation (1) is oscillatory if(6) limt!1 q0(t)[q(t)]� 2+�1+� = 0:Proof. Set Q(t) = q0(t)[q(t)]� 2+�1+�and de�ne(7) Q�(t) = sup fjQ(s)j : s � tg; t � a:Then Q�(t) is nonincreasing on [a;1) and satis�es limt!1Q�(t) = 0 by (6). We have���[q(t+ h)]� 11+� � [q(t)]� 11+� ��� = 11 + � �����Z t+ht Q(s)ds����� � jhj1 + �Q�(t);which implies thatlim suph!1 (t+ h)�1[q(t+ h)]� 11+� � 11 + �Q�(t); t � a:It follows that limt!1 t�1[q(t)]� 11+� = 0;or equivalently(8) limt!1 t�+1q(t) =1:Thus (5) holds, and so (1) is oscillatory. This completes the proof.In order to study the distribution of zeros of the solutions of (1) we need thegeneralized sine function S(') introduced by Elbert [1]. Let S(') denote thesolution of the generalized harmonic oscillator (2) now written as(j _Sj��1 _S)_ + �jSj��1S = 0satisfying the initial condition: S(0) = 0; _S(0) = 1, where a dot means di�erenti-ation with respect to '. It can be shown ([1]) that(9) S('+ 2��) = S(')and(10) jS(')j�+1 + j _S(')j�+1 � 1for all ' 2 R, where the constant �� is given by(11) �� = 2��+ 1�sin� ��+ 1� :



AN OSCILLATORY HALF-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 357The main result of this paper will be stated and proved after the followingsimple lemma.Lemma. If (6) holds, then(12) Z 1a [q(t)] 11+� dt =1:Proof of the Lemma. This follows immediately from relation (5).Theorem 2. Suppose that (6) holds. Let N [y;T ] denote the number of zeros ofa solution y(t) of (1) in the interval [a; T ]. Then, we have(13) N [y;T ] = P [y;T ] +R[y;T ];where P [y;T ] is the principal term given by(14) P [y;T ] = 1�� Z Ta [q(s)] 11+� dsand R[y;T ] is the remainder which is of smaller order than P [y;T ] as T !1 andsatis�es(15) jR[y;T ]j � 1(1 + �)�� Z Ta jq0(s)jq(s) ds+O(1):Proof. Since by the Sturmian comparison theorem due to Elbert [1] N [y1;T ] andN [y2;T ] di�er by one unit at most for any solutions y1(t) and y2(t) of (1), wemay restrict our attention to the solution y0(t) of (1) determined by the initialcondition: y0(a) = 0; y00(a) = 1; y0(t) is oscillatory by Theorem 1.We introduce the polar coordinates �(t); '(t) for y0(t) by setting(16) [q(t)] 11+� y0(t) = �(t)S('(t));y00(t) = �(t) _S('(t)):It can be shown without di�culty that �(t) and '(t) are continuously di�erentiableon [a;1) and satisfy the di�erential equations�0� = 11 + � q0(t)q(t) jS(')j1+�;(17) '0 = [q(t)] 11+� + 11 + � q0(t)q(t) S(')j _S(')j��1 _S('):We use the notation g(') = S(')j _S(')j��1 _S(');in terms of which the second equation in (17) is written as(18) '0 = [q(t)] 11+� + 11 + � q0(t)q(t) g('):



358 �ARP�AD ELBERT, KUSANO TAKAŜI, TOMOYUKI TANIGAWAFrom the �rst equation in (16) we see that y0(t) = 0 if and only if '(t) =j��; j 2 Z: We may suppose that '(a) = 0: In view of (6) there is no loss ofgenerality in assuming thatQ�(t) < (1 + �) for t � a;where Q�(t) is de�ned by (7). Since(19) jg(')j � 1 for all ';we have [q(t)] 11+� + 11 + � q0(t)q(t) g('(t)) � [q(t)] 11+� �1� 11 + �Q�(t)� > 0;which implies that '0(t) > 0; so that '(t) is increasing for t � a:We now integrate (18) over [a; T ] , obtaining'(T ) = Z Ta [q(s)] 11+� ds+ 11 + � Z Ta q0(s)q(s) g('(s))ds= F (T ) +G(T ) :(20)From (19) it is clear that(21) jG(T )j � 11 + � Z Ta jq0(s)jq(s) ds:Noting that the number of zeros of y0(t) in [a; T ] is given byN [y0;T ] = �'(T )�� �+ 1;where [u] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding u, we see from (20) and (21)that the conclusion of the theorem holds with the choiceP [y0;T ] = 1��F (T ) = 1�� Z Ta [q(s)] 11+� ds:That the term R[y0;T ] = N [y0;T ] � P [y0;T ] is of smaller order than P [y0;T ]follows from the observation thatZ Ta jq0(s)jq(s) ds = Z Ta jQ(s)j[q(s)] 11+� ds� Z Ta Q�(s)[q(s)] 11+� ds = o Z Ta [q(s)] 11+� ds! as T !1 :This completes the proof.Remark 1. Theorems 1 and 2 generalize a result for the linear equation y00 +q(t)y = 0 found in Hille's book [3; Theorem 9.5.1].



AN OSCILLATORY HALF-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 359Example 1. Consider the equation(22) (jy0j��1y0)0 + �t� jyj��1y = 0; t � 1;where � is a constant with 1 + �+ � > 0: The function q(t) = t� satis�esZ T1 [q(s)] 11+� ds = 1 + �1 + �+ � �T 1+�+�1+� � 1� ;Z T1 jq0(s)jq(s) ds = j�j logT;and so we conclude from Theorem 2 that the quantity P [y;T ] can be taken to beP [y;T ] = 1 + �(1 + �+ �)�� T 1+�+�1+�and (13) holds with this P [y;T ] and R[y;T ] satisfyingR[y;T ] = j�j(1 + �)�� logT +O(1):Remark 2. Theorems 1 and 2 cannot be applied to the generalized Euler equation(3), since the function q(t) = ��t���1 does not satisfy (6). A calculation of P [y;T ]and R[y;T ] for (3) shows that both of them are of the same logarithmic order asT !1.Remark 3. In [5], M. Piros has investigated a similar problem under a morestringent restriction on q(t), namely he supposed that q�(t) is a concave functionof t for some � > 0, �xed. Then he proved that the error term R[y;T ] in (13) isO(1). Exactly, the di�erential equation (22) with � = 1=� plays the exceptionalrole in determining the precise value of R[y;T ].We conclude this paper with a remark that Theorems 1 and 2 for (1) can begeneralized to the equation(23) (p(t)jy0j��1y0)0 + �q(t)jyj��1y = 0; t � a;where � and q(t) are as in (1) and p : [a;1) ! (0;1) is a continuously di�eren-tiable function such that(24) Z 1a dt(p(t))1=� =1:Put P (t) = R ta ds(p(s))1=� and perform the change of variables (t; y) ! (�; �)de�ned by � = P (t); �(�) = y(t): The equation (23) then reduces to(25) (j _�j��1 _�)_ + �Q(�)j�j��1� = 0; � � 0;where Q(�) = (p(t)) 1� q(t) and � = d=d�: Since (25) is of the form (1), we can applyTheorems 1 and 2 to (25). Translating the results thus obtained in the originalvariables, we have the corresponding theorems for (23).



360 �ARP�AD ELBERT, KUSANO TAKAŜI, TOMOYUKI TANIGAWATheorem 3. The equation (23) is oscillatory if(26) limt!1(p(t)) 1� ((p(t)) 1� q(t))0((p(t)) 1� q(t))� 2+�1+� = 0:Theorem 4. Suppose that (26) holds. Let N [y;T ] be the number of zeros of asolution y(t) of (23) in [a; T ]: Then,(27) N [y;T ] = P [y;T ] +R[y;T ];where P [y;T ] is the principal term given by(28) P [y;T ] = 1�� Z Ta �q(s)p(s)� 11+� dsand R[y;T ] is of smaller order than P [y;T ] as T !1 and satis�es(29) jR[y;T ]j � 1(1 + �)�� Z Ta j((p(s))1=�q(s))0j(p(s))1=�q(s) ds+O(1):The above theorems are illustrated by the following examples.Example 2. Consider the equation(30) (t jy0j��1y0)0 + �t� jyj��1y = 0; t � 1;where � and  are constants such that(31)  � � and  < 1 + �+ �:The functions p(t) = t and q(t) = t� satisfy (24) and(p(t)) 1� �(p(t)) 1� q(t)�0 �(p(t)) 1� q(t)�� 2+�1+� = �� + �� t� 1+�+��1+� :Hence (30) is oscillatory by Theorem 3. Theorem 4 applied to (30) shows that(27) holds with P [y;T ] and R[y;T ] satisfyingP [y;T ] = 1 + �(1 + �+ � � )��T 1+�+��1+�and jR[y;T ]j � ��1 + �(1 + �)�� logT +O(1) as T !1;respectively.Example 3. Consider the partial di�erential equation(32) div(jDujm�2Du) + (m� 1)jxjnjujm�2u = 0; x 2 E;where m > 1 and n are constants, Du = (@u=@x1; � � � ; @u=@xN); jxj is the Eu-clidean length of x 2 RN ; N � 2, and E is an exterior domain in RN : We assume



AN OSCILLATORY HALF-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 361that E is the complement of the unit ball. Our attention will be restricted toradial solutions of (32), that is, those solutions of (32) which depend only on jxj.It is easy to see that a radial function u = y(jxj) is a solution of (32) if and onlyif y(t) satis�es the ordinary di�erential equation(33) (tN�1jy0jm�2y0)0 + (m� 1)tN+n�1jyjm�2y = 0; t � 1;which is a special case of (30) with � = m � 1, � = N + n � 1 and  = N � 1.The condition (31) for (33) reads:(34) N � m and m+ n > 0:Applying the results of Example 2 to (33) and noting that a zero t0 of y(t) corre-sponds to a spherical node jxj = t0 of u = y(jxj), we have the following statements:(i) If (34) holds, then all radial solutions of (32) are oscillatory.(ii) Suppose that (34) holds. Let u(x) be a radial solution of (32) de�ned inE and let N [u;T ] denote the number of spherical nodes of u(x) contained in theannular domain f1 � jxj � Tg: Then, N [u;T ] is the sum of the principal partP [u;T ] and the remainder R[u;T ] satisfying, respectively,P [u;T ] = m(m+ n)�� T m+nmand jR[u;T ]j � m(N � 1) + n(m� 1)m(m� 1)�� logT +O(1) as T !1:References[1] Elbert, �A., A half-linear second order di�erential equation, Colloquia Math. Soc. J�anosBolyai 34: Qualitative Theory of Di�erential Equation, Szeged (1979), 153 - 180.[2] Elbert, �A.,Oscillation and nonoscillation theorems for some non-linear ordinary di�erentialequations, Lecture Notes in Mathematics (Springer), Vol. 956 (1982), 187 - 212.[3] E. Hille, Lectures on Ordinary Di�erential Equations , Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mas-sachusetts (1969).[4] Li, H. J., Yeh, C. C., Sturmian comparison theorem for half-linear second order di�erentialequations, Proc. Royal Soc. Edinburgh 125A (1995), 1193 - 1204.[5] Piros, M., On the solutions of a half-Linear di�erential equation, Studia Sci. Math. Hungar.,19 (1984), 193 - 211.�Arp�ad ElbertMathematical InstituteHungarian Academy of SciencesBudapest P.O.Box 127, H-1364, HUNGARYKusano Takaŝi, Tomoyuki TanigawaDepartment of Applied MathematicsFukuoka UniversityFukuoka 814-80, JAPAN
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